Project

Assignment
Provide an in-class presentation on a privacy and/or information security topic.

Presentation Subject Matter
Your presentation may selected from any of the following:
- an issue related to a topic that we discussed in class
- a specific case not covered in class that relates to a topic that we discussed in class
- a specific state privacy/data security law and its interpretation in the state
- a comparison of state privacy/data security laws
- a proposed law or rule not covered in class

Please send your selected presentation subject matter to Randy in advance for approval.

In Class Presentation
- You should prepare a suitable PowerPoint presentation to share during your presentation including applicable laws, highlights from the case (if applicable), etc.
- Your coverage of the material should be similar to how we cover cases and law in class.
- Your presentation should be between 5-10 minutes in length.
- You should explain why you picked the topic, as well as any personal privacy concerns that you have related to the topic.